Predictive &
Advanced IT
Management

Cloud Management Suite gives you the complete
picture of your entire IT environment from the cloud.
Automatically discover network devices, remotely
deploy software applications and automate patch
management. A single web-based console allows
access to any device from anywhere.

DISCOVERY & INVENTORY

PATCH MANAGEMENT

See every device on your network at any
time. Hardware and software is presented
on screen or exported to vibrant interactive
reports. Automatically group devices into
sites or networks based on their IP address.

Automatically keep desktops, laptops, and
remote users up-to-date with patches and
software updates. Cloud Management Suite
includes patching for Microsoft, Mac, Linux
and third-party vendors.

SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION

INVENTORY HISTORY

Distribute new software packages to one
or many endpoints automatically. Unique
technology minimizes network bandwidth
even when deploying large applications to
thousands of endpoints from the cloud.

Quickly identify problems and security
issues by comparing the configuration of a
machine over unique points in time. Access
to your history is available from a simple
browser with no software required.

REMOTE CONTROL

REALTIME SECURITY

Remote control endpoints from any
browser without the need to deploy a
remote control client. Cloud Management
Suite uses HTML5 for browser-based
access to the target desktop.

Stop any breach in real time. Receive live,
accurate, data from thousands of devices in
under 10 seconds. Instantly detect
running .exes, malware or viruses and kill
those processes before they spread.
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PATCH EVERYTHING
WINDOWS

MAC

LINUX

THIRD-PARTY

DESKTOPS

LAPTOPS

SERVERS

LEGACY OS

VIRTUAL MACHINES

IOT DEVICES

TWO-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

COMPLIANCE REPORTS

Strengthen your two-factor authentication
process with a username and password,
Google authentication or email. Enhance
security and reduce the risk of online
identity theft, phishing and fraud.

Cloud Management Suite provides detailed
reporting to meet HIPAA, SOX, or PCI
compliance. Always be prepared for an
audit with regular maintenance windows
deploying patches.

REMOTE DESKTOP ACCESS

WINDOWS FEATURE UPDATES

Give professionals secure access to their
work computers from any internet browser
now matter where they are. Gain secure,
worldwide access to work devices with any
phone or tablet for on-the-go control.

Easily deploy Windows Feature updates,
view an accurate count of all your Windows
10 devices and see what version is installed.
Control maintenance windows to specify
exactly when the update will occur.

IOT DEVICE MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT & TRAINING

Cloud Management Suite provides a
centralized solution to track IoT
devices. Discover every device that is
communicating over your network and
prevent any loopholes to exploitation.

Leverage technical support services to help
you enhance your experience with Cloud
Management Suite. Set yourself up for
success with our in-depth training and
instruction for the solution.

CALL

US: +1 (949) 270-1903
UK: +44 (0) 1256-806567

CONNECT

www.cloudmanagementsuite.com
info@cloudmanagementsuite.com

